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Fire emblem three houses marianne tea guide

Fire Emblem Three Houses Marianne Tea Party Guide – FE3H Tea Time Our 'Fire Emblem Three Houses Marianne Tea Party Guide' includes detailed information about tea time with Marianne in FE3H. Through this guide, you can check out Marianne's favorite tea, her interested topics for conversation
and the correct answers. We have also prepared a list of her favorite gifts, which we can give her during the extra time. Tea Party with Marianne in Fiery Emblem Three Houses : FE3H Tea Time Guide Marianne is one of the game character in Fire Emblem Three Houses. She is the daughter of an
unspoiled noble inside the Leicester Alliance, and has a low self-image and often full of pessimism. She is one of the students at Garreg Mach Monastic Officers Academy and a member of the Golden Slead. How to unlock a tea party with Marianne in Fire Emblem Three Houses : FE3H Tea Party (also
called Tea Time) can unlock 6/7 by completing a side quest, Tea for two from Ferdinand. Favorite Tea for Marianne Tea Name Rating Avekin Blend ★★★ Cinnamon Blend ★★★★ Dagda Fruit Blend ★★★★ Tea Party &amp; Favorite Tea Guide Influential Conversations Topic Interested Conversation
Topics Invitation to dinner... Books you've read recently... Close the calls... Forest birds... I heard gossip... Our first meeting... Relaxing in the sauna... Tell me about yourself... The perfect professor... The view from the bridge... New gambit... Cats... Exploring the monastery... Gardening accident... Cute
rabbits... Overcoming weaknesses... School days... Thank you for everything... The last battle... You seem different... Advice... The kids at the market... Fodlan's future... He's hoping for your future... Monastic mysteries... Plans for the future... Strange fish in the pond... The existence of the Bonfires...
Library Collection... - Final Conversation &amp; Correct Answers Final Conversation &amp; Correct Answers I hope you never leave... Oh! it's okay/forget... Ignore me Laugh Blush – I'm fine now. I think I can look forward to my life. Thanks to you, I feel more comfortable talking to people. I don't agree with
Kim- I can't go home... My adopted father doesn't want me there... Chat Praise – It seems that you will not be too good at talking... At least you're not as bad as me. Nod sigh - You'll be happy with the accident if you spend too much time with me... Don't agree with the chat chat that's a waste of time to
spend your time with me... I don't agree - I'm sorry... I don't know what to say... Chat Compliments – Spending time with me must be boring, right? Disagree Admonish – Recommended Gifts for Marianne during extra time Popular Gift Location Cost(G) Rating Floral Adornment Merchant (Shop) 100G ★
Dapper Handkerchief Merchant (Shop) 300G ★★ Armored Bear Stuffy Merchant (Shop) 500G ★★★ ★★ &lt;3&gt; &lt;5&gt; Lily of the Valley Gardening – ★★★ Osomo Pen Monastery – ★★★ All FE3H Favorite Gift List List of Fire Emblem Three Houses Tea Time Guide &amp; Source Answers : ©
Nintendo / INTELLIGENT SYSTEMS Co-developed by KOEI TECMO CO, LTD. Fire Emblem and Nintendo's character character Trademarks are the property of their respective owners. However, its licensors did not support and are not responsible for the operation or content on this site. Notice : All
images on this page are copyrighted. We state that this is justified to the fair use of the material in accordance with US copyright law. The copyright content on this site is on the website Owwya.com and Owwya Youtube Channel. (c) the Owwya.com. All rights reserved. This website uses cookies to
improve your experience. We assume that's okay for you, but you can get out if you want. Cookie SettingsACCEPTPrivacy &amp; Cookies Policy There are many different ways to build support with students and rabbits in Fire Emblem: Three Houses, but one of the most enjoyable is to invite your favorite
characters to tea. By inviting a sign to a tea party, you will get the chance to spend some quality time with them, increasing their support ratings with you tremendously if you play your cards properly. However, in order to get long with your guests, you need to know them well enough to choose the topics of
conversation. To help you enjoy a beautiful cuppa with everyone you want, we put together a tea party guide to Fire Emblem: Three houses to help you choose tea, talk topics and more. How to invite signs to tea You will unlock the option to invite students to tea in Part 1 fire emblem: Three houses. Early
in the game, during one of your explore stages in the monastery, you will get a try to offer a tea set to another student who is interested in tea. Lorenz golden slead is a great choice here, and when you deliver it to him, you will unlock the option to invite other characters to tea. It will cost you one of your
activity points for that day, but you can get a lot of support from that as well. Choose the correct topic of conversation and your tea party guest will stay around in Fire Emblem: Three Houses. © Nintendo There's nothing better than a pleasant relaxing cup of tea and Fire Emblem: Three Houses to Know It.
Tea parties give you the opportunity to increase the level of support of one character, and also offer a bonus boost to your Charm stat when it is well implemented. Get enough options right and the character will stay with you for an extended period that lets you grab screenshots or talk to them for a while.
To succeed in the Tea Party, you have several important decisions, including which tea to offer, three topics of conversation and, if you're successful, how to respond to their final comment. Each character has two teas that they love, and a series of conversational theo and a range of conversational theo
and they like. There are also final responses that will help you keep the tea party for a special ending where you can watch your companion or offer them gifts. To help you, we catalogued all the tea responses for the characters we have invited so far. Have in mind that we still invite each character in the
game (after all there is a lot) and that different topics of conversation can arise as in the list below. The key is to try to choose tea and conversation options that suit the character by when you've spent time. Good military guys won't want to talk about dream knights, for example. With this out of the way,
here's our complete guide to tea for the Fiery Emblem: Three Houses. *The characters are listed in alphabetical order Select the right topic of conversation and you will have the perfect tea in the Fire Emblem: Three Houses. © Nintendo Alois Likes: Equipment upkeep, past laughter, I count on you Annette
Fave tea: Almond mix Like: backyard couples, plans for the future End: the only way to clean is to clean with all your force... Nod Ashe likes: Share snacks, City on site at 2,000 m from bernadette fave tea: Albinean Berry blend Likes: Shareable snacks, things that doing you, cooking mishaps, a word of
advice, I'm counting on you, overcoming weaks, place you'd like to visit, cats, the courtyard couple, the library's collection, I heard some, gossip cats, tell me about yourself, Gifts, to which you want to be ogute: To put two people down to soothing - Air-conditioning, yes I want to hide in a plastic - Nod
Caspar Likes: Calling in the evening, methods to grow higher, bespow laughter, plans for the future, someone looking at someone, food, kola given, potential training partners, things for you, likes on the joint, jaci, battalion ukida, strange fish u pond , new gambit, kids at the market, relaxing in the sauna,
overcoming the disadvantages, tell me about yourself, classes you might enjoy the ending: I just want to go wild and let it all out! I'm going to keep chatting until I beat you. I count on you..., someone you're looking at at the End: Yes I'm looking at you, it looks like it's your way of reversing a favor - Klimaj,
yes I hear you're the nickname Ashen Demon - Unsuglassed Dedue Likes: I count on you, on the stinging of weakness, monastic guarding End: Nod Likes Dimitri: Last battle, thanks everything for, equipment upkeep, Say about yourself Dorothea Fave tea: Sweet Apple blend, Albinean berry blend Likes:
Dreamy knights, potential training partners, thanks for everything..., cute monks, things you find romantic, you're doing great work, close calls, our first meeting, the melody of words, tell me about yourself First of all I have a crush, I hear gossip, past laughter, You seem good, invite to dinner, You seem
different, ideal attitude, opera, courti couple, books you've recently read Plans for the future, likeable allies, hopes for the future, evaluation of allies, someone you look up to. The end: So after all, you don't have any weaknesses? - I don't agree. Why are men so vain? You should know that their lies will
never last - Laughter, I'm not exactly a fan of hymns - Chat, You're such an open-minded professor person - Blush/Laugh Edelgard Likes: Our first meeting, able-bodied companions, Fodlan's future Ferdinand enjoys nicely in the Emblem of Fire: Three Houses. © Nintendo Ferdinand Likes: Potential
Partners for Training, Future Fodland, Plans for the Future, Rabbit Valuation, Heart Memories, Partners for the Evening, Tell Me About Yourself Place: Praise Flayn Fave Tea: Sweet Apple Blend or Crescent Moon Tea Likes: Dreamy knights, perfect recipes, library collection, guessing neuchia gets,
gardening mishaps, things toss romantically, yes sam zasuo some kind of enchiling Hilda Favorite Tea: Albinean Berry Blend Likes: First Crushes, Evening Calls, Dreaming Knights, Things To Which Romantic Hubert Likes: Monastic Misteries, Monastic Rules, Monastic Care, Successful Devotion,
Someone You Look at, Library Collection, Close Calls, Books, Books, Books You've Recently Fronted, Assessing Yourself. Reliable allies, yes heard some oars, new Gambit End: Thanks to me on the occasion of seeing you - Sip Tea/Sigh, Lady Edelgard likes you - Nod Ignatz Likes You Seem Good,
First You Crush Tea Ingrid Fave: Tea from meme or chamound like: Plans for the future, ideal professor, equipment guard, mighty weapons, dreaming of a knight, fodlans future, last battle, monastery rules, monastery security, our first meeting, work hours for guards, a strong battalion, food for life,
potential training partners, tell me about yourself, the library's collection, you're doing great work, your ambitions, trap laughter, school days End: It's warl and the talle is rich. Honestly, I envy - Chat, I'm already thinking about the next meal - Laughter, As a child, my father and brother used to get into me
because I spent so much time with my horse - Laughs/amonish Leonie It's like: Working together, places you love to visit, doing great work, lessons, maybe you'll enjoy monastic secrets, last battle... Linhardt likes: Cats (not musical), art of naps, Gifts you'd like to receive, tell me about yourself, Things for



you are well held up at tea parties and your guests will be a little... © Nintendo Manuela Favorite Tea: Tea from mint likes: Past Laughs, at relaxing, heart racing memories, gifts you'd like to receive, food in the dining hall, best performance venues, you seem well, cooking mishaps End: There's no alcohol
here. All you have is tea? - Measurable Marianne Likes: Children at the market, tell me about yourself, the existence of Crests, strange fish in the pond, monastic rules, monastic secrets, overcoming disadvantages End: Praise Petra Fave Tea: Ginger tea or four-spice blend Like: strong battalion,
Swimming in the ocean, someone you're looking at, potential training partners, tell me about yourself, set up who you'd look good, look good, where you'd like to go, thank you for everything, giving up u sauni, looking at the bridge, cats, mighty weapons, podiže equipment, nadi u future. End: One day I
want to show you Brigid - Nod/Blush, You Work With Great Care - (Not Praise) Raphael Likes: Strong Battalion, Reliable Rabbits, You Look Good Shamir Fave Crescent Moon Tea or Chamomile Tea Likes: Reliable rabbits, maintenance equipment, powerful battalion, mighty weapons, doing excellent
work, dinner invitation, last battle, working together, monastic security, counting on you, potential training partners, close calls, survival skills, cats, new gambit. End: Interesting expression on your face - You don't agree. I'm not exactly in for a conversation, I'll leave if you're bored - You don't agree, Sword
maker, this is an interesting relic - Chat Sylvain Likes: First Crushes, favorite sweets, potential partners for workouts, past laughs, hopes for your future, you find a good ending: Praise usgamer for filling in some of our gaps. These are all the characters we have so far in our Fire Emblem: Three Houses
Tea Party guide, but be sure to check back as soon as we update this list as we invite more people out for a nice afternoon of tea! Who would you like to invite for tea from the Fire Emblem: Three Houses? Let us know in the comments below! While you're here, be sure to check out the other guides we
have, including who to give lost items to, and who to give gifts to fire emblem: Three houses. Guide Cutting Edge Fire Emblem Three Houses Upload comments Comments
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